
THE TERM TIMESTHE TERM TIMES

Although the majority of us were unable to go abroad during

the October holidays, it was still a time of relaxation and

reflection for many. Bracing ourselves for an inevitably busy

winter term, it was important to take some time off to recharge.

Although I admittedly struggled to stay awake during Monday

morning’s biology lesson (sorry Dr Duncanson!), I have found

that overall, my alertness and motivation have been higher this

week in comparison to the couple of weeks prior to the break :)

As a whole, pupils have become well accustomed to the 3-hour

blocks, and have realised that working at individual tables does

substantially increase productivity, especially for those who find

themselves easily distracted by others (although this does take

out the fun of having random chats with your table-mates! :’( -

there are pros and cons to everything, I guess...)
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Covid-19 is still haunting us; the days are turning slightly bleak;Covid-19 is still haunting us; the days are turning slightly bleak;Covid-19 is still haunting us; the days are turning slightly bleak;

and the SQA are causing all sorts of stress and confusion BUTand the SQA are causing all sorts of stress and confusion BUTand the SQA are causing all sorts of stress and confusion BUT

Miss Douglas and the Interact Team are still planning fun eventsMiss Douglas and the Interact Team are still planning fun eventsMiss Douglas and the Interact Team are still planning fun events

to keep us all entertained! Next Friday is Halloween Day! We areto keep us all entertained! Next Friday is Halloween Day! We areto keep us all entertained! Next Friday is Halloween Day! We are

all allowed to come dressed up in a spooky costume -all allowed to come dressed up in a spooky costume -all allowed to come dressed up in a spooky costume -

remember, nobody’s too cool to dress up. Not wanting to nameremember, nobody’s too cool to dress up. Not wanting to nameremember, nobody’s too cool to dress up. Not wanting to name

and blame any year groups, but c’mon F4, it’s only Halloween...and blame any year groups, but c’mon F4, it’s only Halloween...and blame any year groups, but c’mon F4, it’s only Halloween...

All you have to do to take part, is bring in £1 - which will beAll you have to do to take part, is bring in £1 - which will beAll you have to do to take part, is bring in £1 - which will be

donated to Maggie’s Charity - and dress up in something donated to Maggie’s Charity - and dress up in something donated to Maggie’s Charity - and dress up in something >>>>>>   
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Recently I was out walking

on my Gold DofE, when our

group heard a strange bird

call that sounded quite like

an alarm. We kept walking,

and I spotted a curlew in

the distance. It was instantly

recognisable by its long,

thin, down-curved bill and

tall legs. Curlews are mainly

seen in the UK around the

coast lines, and in wetland

grasses. Although curlews

can be seen all year round,

costal numbers build up

from July and reach a peak

in around January to

February. They have a

wingspan of 80-100cm, and

females can weigh up to 1kg

whilst males average around

770g. There have been

worrying declines in the

breeding populations in the

UK, with an overall decline

of 42% between 1995 and

2008, and now have a UK

conservation status of Red.

Hopefully we can work

together to keep the

population of curlews stable

and prevent complete

extinction of these

wonderful creatures.

oodland Trust

>>>>>> simply spooktacular! There’ll be prizes available for the simply spooktacular! There’ll be prizes available for the simply spooktacular! There’ll be prizes available for the

best individual costume; the best group costume; andbest individual costume; the best group costume; andbest individual costume; the best group costume; and

best staff costume (which is the one I think most of us arebest staff costume (which is the one I think most of us arebest staff costume (which is the one I think most of us are

excited for!). And at morning interval and lunchtime,excited for!). And at morning interval and lunchtime,excited for!). And at morning interval and lunchtime,

delicious Creepy Cones will be on sale in the Playgrounddelicious Creepy Cones will be on sale in the Playgrounddelicious Creepy Cones will be on sale in the Playground

Zones for £2. This is all to cheer us all up; continue theZones for £2. This is all to cheer us all up; continue theZones for £2. This is all to cheer us all up; continue the

annual Halloween spirit (even if guising is on pause for theannual Halloween spirit (even if guising is on pause for theannual Halloween spirit (even if guising is on pause for the

moment) and raise some money for charity. However,moment) and raise some money for charity. However,moment) and raise some money for charity. However,

please remember that all pupils and staff will still have toplease remember that all pupils and staff will still have toplease remember that all pupils and staff will still have to

comply with government guidance. Appropriate facecomply with government guidance. Appropriate facecomply with government guidance. Appropriate face

coverings/masks must still be worn (although there’scoverings/masks must still be worn (although there’scoverings/masks must still be worn (although there’s

nothing saying they can’t coordinate with your outfit!).nothing saying they can’t coordinate with your outfit!).nothing saying they can’t coordinate with your outfit!).       SoSoSo

remember to dress up next Friday, and bring money for aremember to dress up next Friday, and bring money for aremember to dress up next Friday, and bring money for a

donation and to buy a Creepy Cone!donation and to buy a Creepy Cone!donation and to buy a Creepy Cone!    

REMEMBERING THE GREATS -REMEMBERING THE GREATS -REMEMBERING THE GREATS -

JUDY GARLANDJUDY GARLANDJUDY GARLAND    
F ra se r  Hous ton
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CURLEWSCURLEWSCURLEWS
Anna Dalglish

I’ve never really admired those who are celebrities nowadays, as
much as I do celebrities from the past; which is why I wanted to
be able to share the stories of inspiring icons, whether they were
from the 20th century or the 16th century, as they are all equally
as influential and admirable in their own ways.

Born in Grand Rapids, Minnesota in 1922, Judy Garland, born
Frances Ethel Gumm, has grown to become a Hollywood
legend. Garland started out in a vaudevillian act with her two
sisters, named the Gumm sisters, performing in numerous
vaudeville gigs in her home town. Her mother, Ethel Gumm, was
described by Garland as being the “real Wicked Witch of the
West”, because of her fierce ambition to get her daughters >> 



>> on the stage and screen. Garland commented in an interview with Barbara Walters in 1967 that
her mother “would sort of stand in the wings when I was a little girl and if I didn't feel good, if I was
sick to my tummy, she'd say, 'You get out and sing or I'll wrap you around the bedpost and break
you off short!' So, I'd go out and sing”. After moving to California and enduring her mother’s
vigorous persistence for many years, Garland was soon signed to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM)
studios in 1935. It was a slow start for Garland, but 3 years after signing her contract with MGM
she had her big break: ‘The Wizard of Oz’. Although the studio originally favoured the perky >>

>> Shirley Temple with her adorable blonde curls, she declined, so Garland, who was 16 at the
time and seen as the ‘ugly duckling’, was cast as Dorothy Gale. The studio’s love for Shirley
Temple was evident even after Garland was cast, as the studio initially wanted her to wear a
blonde wig for the part, but it was decided against soon into filming. This role was Garland’s key to
becoming a household name in Hollywood, and she certainly succeeded, with the film winning her
her first Academy Award. Garland was in her prime throughout the 40s, making a total of 16 films
such as “Meet Me in St. Louis” in 1944, giving birth to the timeless and catchy tune ‘The Trolley
Song’. Her time at MGM studios was not always the prettiest of experiences and it became an
extremely toxic environment, with Garland stating that “From the time I was 13, there was a
constant struggle between MGM and me — whether or not to eat, how much to eat, what to eat”.
Her addiction to diet pills which were given to her by the studio continued throughout her life, but
this didn’t prevent her from becoming a massively talented star. Of course, I couldn’t talk about
Garland without mentioning ‘A Star is Born’ which she produced with Warner Bros., after ending
her contract and finally escaping MGM, in 1954. Her outstanding and memorable performance in
the film gained her a Golden Globe Award for Best Actress, which she undoubtedly deserved. The
years before her death were a little rocky and her five-week run at the Talk of the Town nightclub
in London was an emotional farewell to her fans. The movie ‘Judy’, released in 2019, perfectly tells
the story of her final years and is definitely worth a watch! Judy Garland died too young at the age
of 47 in 1969, caused by an accidental overdose, but her troubled experiences in the film industry
take nothing away from my cherished memory of the girl in the ruby slippers.
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MGM Studios Public domain

The Suburbann

The Big Apple is one of the largest cities on Earth, with a population of approximately 18.1million and
a GDP of $73,000. The coronavirus pandemic was always predicted to have a large effect on this
booming city, however it is now anticipated to be the worst-hit city in the world. New York rapidly
became an epicenter of the COVID-19 pandemic, suffering 33,000 deaths by just Spring.
Implementation of restrictive measures and the public’s abidance to regulations has fortunately led to
the case and death numbers being brought under sustainable control; however, the social and
economic costs are deemed to be  (and continue to become) much higher, due to the consequences
of the pandemic. >>



 >> With unemployment rates surging rapidly, to twice the
national average (16%), long-term damage has already hit the
city’s population. Between vast levels of apartment vacancies,
and 90% of bars and restaurants struggling to pay rent, New
York’s situation has become dire. Lockdown measures has
caused tourism, a strong contributor to the cities annual GDP, to
virtually disappear. Even within the city itself, the hotel and
business industries are at a newfound tipping point, with 70% of
American states banned from entering NYC. The city’s economy
is crumbling drastically. Nevertheless, the economy may be
struggling, but something we’re concerned more about are those 
who are most vulnerable: people such as the homeless who’re
really struggling. Currently, nearly 200 hotels in the city are
caring for the homeless, accounting to approximately 13,000
people. City officials have assigned hotels as new temporary
shelters for the homeless, relocating thousands of individuals at
the height of the pandemic, whilst ensuring controlled social
distancing. Although, some of these individuals have reportedly
suffered from extreme drug and mental health issues, the
reassurance of being able to return to safe shelter, and being
given the support that they need has once again proven the
strength that humanity has by coming together during these
troublesome times. We have shown that there is hope in the
future for those that  are homeless, even in the biggest cities in
the world.
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This week, I decided to change it up a bit,

and instead of my usual recipe article, I have

spent time crafting together a wordsearch,

under the theme of car companies! Just like

Term Times (or QuaranTimes) progressed

over lockdown, companies such as

Mercedes-Benz and Ford have also been

working continuously throughout the year,

each on a brand new line of fully electric

cars.  Mercedes is set to launch their range in

December of this year, and Ford plans to

release their collection near the start of 2021.

Pr i thv i  Suda r shan

NY Daily News

EDITOR’S NOTEEDITOR’S NOTE
We’re at an unpredictable time,

but that doesn’t mean that COVID

is the only subject of news

worldwide; needless to say, it may

be the most publicised - and have

the greatest effect on the

volatility on the stock market -

but other events, such as the

disbanding of the controversial

Special Anti-Robbery Squad in

Nigeria, following a series of

impactful anti-police brutality

protests; the US Presidential

Election; and the potential

discovery of a new set of salivary

glands by Dutch cancer

researchers, are all part of this

week’s affairs. It’s easy to end up

almost obsessively checking the

COVID death rate every morning

(however morbid that sounds, it’s

true!), but it’s also beneficial to

have a wider awareness of current

events around the globe :) 
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